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What EUROsociAL is?

• It is a programme for cooperation between the European Union and Latin America that
contributes to reducing inequality, improving levels of social cohesion and strengthening the
institutions of 19 Latin American countries. It provides support for the process of designing,
reforming and implementing public policy, focusing its action on the areas of gender
equality, democratic governance and social policy.
• Since 2005 has been providing a space for peer-to-peer learning and experience exchange
between counterpart institutions of the two regions, favouring the use of a broad catalogue
of tools relevant to each process.
• In the framework of Social Policy (IILA coordinator), working with the Pacific Alliance (PA)
since 2019. But, previously, supporting each country for improving the own VPL system.
• https://eurosocial.eu/en/

EUROsociAL supporting PA along 3 years
• 2019: Presidential mandate for improving de mobility workers in PA region. System of
homologation and mutual recognition;
• 2020: February. First meeting in México;
• 2020: Draft a comparative report on the evaluation and certification of labour skill systems
in Pacific Alliance countries, as a first step towards the creation of a roadmap to standardise
qualification systems. Today is a reference report in LAC region;
• 2020: A comparative catalogue of the competences and profiles: how many differences
and similarities (going to homologation system);
• 2021: An operating model/system for the approval and recognition of labour competences
and qualifications,
• 2022: March, second meeting in Colombia;
• 2022: Implementation model defines the roadmap with operational recommendations on
the legal and functional adaptations that each country must undertake. Includes a pilot
action that will apply to 200 cases in the care, hospitality, construction and trade industries
with different professional profiles (ongoing).

Draft a comparative report. A Study of VPL in PA Countries

A STUDY OF VPL IN PA COUNTRIES
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A study of VPL in PA
countries, strong
evidences ….It is
equivalent in 4
countries.
So, yes, a common
system for the
homologation and
recognition of labour
competences and
qualifications,

Technical work in Social dialogue

For users or costumers

An operating model/system for the approval (homologation)
and recognition of qualifications. Foundation on…

Two option for any labour competences certificate or
qualification by VPL
• Homologation: process of formal approval of the labour competence
certifications issued by the PA countries that are backed by a "memorandum of
understanding" and an analysis of equivalence of standards and certification
processes between the countries. The homologation of certifications will put on
an equal footing the certificate issued to a person in the country of origin with
the equivalent certificate in the country of destination and with it the licences or
enabling requirements associated with these certifications in the case of
regulated[1] and non-regulated occupations.
•
• Recognition: the process of accepting as legitimate and valid the certifications of
labour competences obtained by a person in one of the four PA countries that do
not have a homologated (equivalent) standard in the destination country and
have the backing of a memorandum of understanding between these countries
and an administrative process of verification of the certification in the destination
country.

Roadmap of the Model
A trust agreement

Design and Approval

Responsibles

Products

Review, questions,
comments and
improvements to the
preliminary model (this
document).

Dissemination of
the Model
Socialisation of the
model and the bases
on which it is built,
constructed and
articulated
(comparative report).

• Report of the
Accreditation and
Recognition Model.
• Approval of
document.

• List of stakeholders.
• Communication strategy
• Dissemination with
stakeholders for the
systems

• Experts Network
and GTL

• Experts Network and GTL

Review of
Institutional
conditions
Anticipate the
necessary
partnerships and
the obstacles to
implementation
through a pilot
action.
• List of relevant legal
institutions
• Identify facilitating and
hindering items
• Present cases
• Experts Network/GTL
• MTPE
• Chilevalora
• MinTrabajo/SENA
• CONOCER

Beginning
Implementation
of the Model

Consolidate and
operationalise the
Model agreement.
Carry out recognition
and homologation pilots
in productive sectors.

Implementation
Implement the recognition and
accreditation model in PA
countries.
Establish continuous and
quality improvements to the
model.

• Create Procedures
• Establish a Streamlined
Communication Channel
between systems
• Conduct Pilots
• Dissemination

• Implementation of the model
in each country
• Monitoring of the model
• Evaluation of the model
• Model corrections

• Experts Network/GTL
• MTPE
• Chilevalora
• MinTrabajo/SENA
• CONOCER

• Protémpore Presidency
• Experts Network/GTL
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Recognition
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Stage II Process of recognition
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Process for the
Recognition of
Certifications of
Labour Competences

PROCESS
Countries send catalogue of
labour certifications

AdP creates procedure for:
 Safeguarding Confidentiality

It is proposed that country entities
report changes to the catalogue every
six months..

 Safeguarding Information

STEP 5

 Attention to users
 Dissemination (infographics)

Creation of Platform
Shared AdP
STEP 7
Under the AdP, a website is created to
consult the catalogues of the four
countries.

Recognition of
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STAGE II Comparative and methodological
process of Profiles and/or units of competences
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Last ideas/conclusions
• Key success: Having a system for recognition and approval of qualifications from any country in another,
encourages:
• i) effective regional mobility of workers, a factor that improves economic development,
• ii) increased validity of these systems in each country to the extent that they are also highly valued in
other countries
• iii) better management of human resources in companies by increasing opportunities to find qualified
personnel and broadening workers’ horizons to find quality Jobs
• IV) Improve the opportunities for more vulnerable groups: in general women and young people
without formal qualification (not only, in fact, for all population). Mobility and, effectiveness, Life Long
Learning in any country of Pacific Alliance.
• It is an unprecedented model in the world because it is the first system of the kind that we know of. It is
the first in Latin America and in Europe, and we do not yet have anything similar. Thus far, approvals have
been used for formal education systems, but not for vocational training and job skills recognition or VPL
systems.
• Better regional integration. It is opportunities for the market but, at the same time, for people.
• Obstacles: It is no guarantee of entry into the labour market. There are other elements that are critical for
incorporation into the labour market, such as a work permit or having a network or social capital. And
cultural prejudice about foreign people in LAC countries.
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